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INDONESIAN CHILDREN AND 
CHILDREN’S LITERATURE 

• Indonesia has approximately 68,596,720 children 
(28.86% of the whole population of 235,000,000) 
living in about 2,300 islands. About 12% or 8,231,606 
of them live in poverty, poor education and under 
fear or violence.



• My study (purbani: 2009) on Indonesian New Order  
(published between 1995-2000) children’s fictions 
reveals that Indonesian children books come with 
minimum illustrations. The child characters are perfect 
children (idealized moral exemplar) with a little or no 
flaws. 

• While in real life Indonesian children live facing 
difficulties and problems, children in the stories are not 
given opportunity to face then solve problems on their 
own. Most stories lack of conflicts, endurance and 
struggles Children in stories don’t learn nor develop. 
They are not becoming. 

• Most stories have explicit themes, and clear 
conclusion. Dark themes are silenced. 



• Although slow, there is a sense of 
development in Indonesian children’s 
literature.

• More children’s books are published since 
then, more books come with 
pictures/illustrations.



• While picture books are immensely important 
for children there is a few qualified picture 
books found. 

• I understand ‘qualified’ referring to Arizpe
(2000) who stated that best picture books are 
picture books that challenge readers, that take 
readers beyond their literal meaning, out of 
their comfort zone and into complex thinking 
about relationships, the environment, war, 
reality and even death. 



• What so called picture books are mostly  
traditional stories, folk tales, legends or moral 
stories. The last are getting produced 
massively lately.

• They mostly 15 x 20 sized, rarely come in hard 
cover,  possibly for economic reason. 

• The illustrations are mostly done in digitalized 
pictures. 



HOW ARE CHILDOOD VISUALIZED IN 
CONTEMPORARY INDONESIAN TEXTS

• I examined 10 Indonesian contemporary 
(published between 2005-2015) children’s 
literature with pictures and illustration. They 
are: Aku Anak Santun, Mainan Baru, Aku
Senang Belajar, Tabib Kerajaan, Burung Kecil 
dari Pohon Nangka, Kemana Rangga dan
Sekar Pergi?, Ani dan Pesan dalam Botol, Bobi
dan Perkemahan Musim Panas yang Aneh, 
Cica dan Guci yang Hilang, Taman Cahaya.



• The stories reveal that although the children 
are almost always happy and content, some 
are visualized sad because they lost some 
things/someone or being bullied by others.

• Although some kids face no conflicts, some 
are challenged with problems such as having 
to ride a giant elephant, being blind, being an 
orphan, having to find cure for an ill grandpa. 



THEY ARE HAPPY CHILDREN
AND SAD ONES







They are brave…



• Because they are encountered with problems 
they are visualized struggling and try to be 
brave. 

• Some are visualized to be persistent.

• Children are not totally adult’s masquerade 
where the child character perform the 
dimension of an adult’psyche.



• According to Goodenough, although individual 
children might (problematically) be presumed 
innocent, childhood itself-as both an 
intellectual category and as an actual 
condition-is never innocent of war. Indeed, for 
a considerable percentage of the global 
population, the experience of childhood is 
also the experience of war: at this very 
moment, children serve as soldiers, forced 
laborers, human shields, trafficked subjects, 
prisoners, informants, orphans, and "collateral 
damage."



• Even the most sheltered of children living in 
affluent and ostensibly peaceful nations are 
not beyond the reach of war's choking 
tentacles: not only are they both the subjects 
and objects of propaganda, but, according to 
the logic of Foucault's argument, their very 
performance of citizenship implicates them 
within structures of power based on war. 
(Goodenough and Immel: 2008)



• What had been shown by the books is 
therefore a positive progress in Indonesian 
children books. Although not yet very strong, 
there has been an awareness that child 
characters shouldn’t be protected from 
conflicts and “war” of life. 



ADULTS’ CONTROL

• There has been a dualism in term of adults’ 
influence and control towards children in the 
childhood. 

• Some children in the stories are mostly 
surrounded by adults. 

• Adults could be very dominant, overriding so 
the child characters are dependent on them. 
They even dictate and instruct.



They are surrounded
by adults…..



Almost dependent..



Some characters are under control 
and guidance



They are guided and dictated



Who are the hero?



• However, in some stories, we see children are 
let alone, solve their problems, fail, learn and 
therefore find some values.

• It is also a  positive progress that we don’t see 
some years ago. As stated, focus on children’s 
literature has moved gradually from collective 
to individual (Ommundsen: 2010). That what 
has happened in Indonesian contemporary 
books.





They search all alone on their own



Some struggle 





Some are persistent



REPRESENTATION

• Although as a collective entity they have represented the 
existing groups in the Indonesian society, individually most 
of them are not good representations of Indonesian 
children and a multicultural childhood. In some books the 
children distinctively male or female, moslem or non 
moslem, rich or poor. In particular books the good children 
are visualized with moslem clothes, and the bad guys not. 

• In one book the character is happy welcoming a summer 
vacation which does not exist in Indonesia. The neat and 
ordered traffic does not represent most Indonesian  city 
roads.

• Only Taman Cahaya visualized inclusivism multicultural 
Indonesia.







• As quite a good number of Indonesian children 
remain living in villages, slums or poor 
environment under fear and difficulties, the clean, 
neat, bright, optimistic, joyful images does not 
represent the real life of most Indonesian children.



CONCLUSION

• There has been some changes/progress 
happen in Indonesian contemporary children 
books with pictures/illustration.

• In spite of conventional ones, there are now 
more visualizations of children facing 
problems all alone without control of adults.

• Except for Taman Cahaya as an individual the 
books does not represent multicultural 
Indonesia.


